Late-Quaternary Geomorphic Processes:
Effects on the Ancient Aleuts of
Umnak Island in the Aleutians
ROBERT F. BLACK1
ABSTRACT. Glaciation, volcanic activity, marine processes and wind action affected
in various ways the lives of the ancient Aleuts of Umnak Island, who first settled at
Anangula about 8,400 BP following deglaciation some 3,000 years earlier. Expanding
alpine glaciers reached the sea in places about 3,000 BP without the nearby peoples
A catastrophic eruption of Okmok Volcano about 8,250 BP is
being much
suggested as the cause of the abandonment of the oldest known siteof Anangula, and
subsequentmigrationwestward
into thecentralAleutians.Cutting
of strandflats
between 8,250 and 3,000 BP led to the development of a very large, accessible, yearround food resource, and an apparent proliferationof settlements. In marked contrast
to other parts of Beringia, Umnak Island became the site most favourable for human
settlement.

affected.

RfiSUMe: Les processus géomorphologiques fini-quaternaires et leurs conséquences
pour
les anciens Aléoutes deM e d’Umnak dans les Aléoutiennes. La glaciation, l’activite volcanique, les processus marins et l’action
du vent ont affect6 de diverses façonsla vie des
anciensAleoutesdel’iled‘Umnak,
quis’établirent B Anangulavers 8400 AP, soit
environ 3000 ans après la deglaciation. Les glaciers alpins en expansion atteignirentla
mer par endroit vers 3000 AP sans que les habitants du voisinage soient beaucoup
affectes. On suppose qu’une eruption catastrophique du volcan Okmok vers 8250 AP
a caud l’abandon du plus vieux site COMU d’Anangula et une migration vers l’ouest
jusqu’au centre des A16outiennes. Entre 8250 et 3000 AP, le percement des cordons
littoraux a amen6 le developpement d’uneimportante sourced’aliments accessibletoute
l’annk, ce qui faitqu’en opposition avec d‘autres parties dela Mringie, l’ile d‘Umnak
B l’btablissement h u m e .
devint le site le plus favorable

INTRODUCTION

It has long been recognizedthat ancient peoples were markedly influenced,
and
even controlled at times, by geomorphicprocesses or events. It is probably
impossible to ascertain the precise reasons why an ancient people settled where
1Department of Geology, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut 06268, U.S.A.
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FIG.
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1. A. Index map of eastern Aleutian Islands, including Umnak Island, with water depths

in major passes indicated in metres; B. Outline map of Umnak Island, showing present alpine
glaciers(black), most named features,and known archaeological sites (small circles); and
C. Southwest tip of Umnak Island, showing archaeological sites (small circles) and marine
deposits (black) that join small
former islands.

they did or moved from one locality to another. However, geological reconstruction of their environment, as it related to food and water, to safety and shelter
from the elements and natural enemies, and to other human needs, can provide
in some instances a logical explanation for the settlement or abandonment of a
particular site or area (Black 1972, 1973).
In this paper are indicated some aspects of glaciation, volcanic activity, marine
processes, and wind that in varying degrees and at different times affected the
ancient Aleuts of Umnak Island in the eastern Aleutians (Fig. 1). Actual correlations between natural phenomena and the activities of the ancient Aleuts are,
however, purely speculative inasmuch as none has been established conclusively.
A volcanic ash-soil stratigraphy dated by radiocarbon in peat and soil horizons
has provided the chronology into which geomorphic events can be fitted and
correlated with the activities of the ancient Aleuts (Black 1974a). Details of the
dating problems cannot be repeated here, but the stratigraphy is outlined in
Fig.2 and the preferred chronology in Table 1. Named occupation sites and
other places cited hereinare found onFig. 1. Interpretations given of the geology
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TABLE 1. Geologic timetable: Umnak Island, Aleutians
Radiocarbonyears BP
3,000

8,250

8,300
8,400
8,750

10,Ooo

11,m
11-12,Ooo

Ash IV
Sea level starts dropping from2-3 m
Strandflatcutting completed
Main berm of most major bars
End of Hypsithermal
Neoglaciation
Basalt flow from Mt. Recheshnoi
Ash I11
Start of Hypsithermal
End of major Okmok eruptions
Sea level reaches2-3 m
Start cutting of strandflats
Anangula abandoned
Key Ash
Anangula occupied
Ash I1
Ash I
End of permafrost
Deglaciation of higher southwest Umnak Island
Inland deglaciation of lowland southwest Umnak Island
Deglaciation at Airport Lake

of southwest Umnak Island, as related to theancient Aleuts, are based mainly on
brief visits of the author during 1962-63 and 1970-72 and a previous study by
Byers (1 959).
GLACIATION

An ice cap of late Wisconsinan age covered all southwest Umnak Island and
the adjacent island of Anangula. It likely was correlative, at least in part, with
the Brooks Lake Glaciation on the Alaska Peninsula (Muller 1953 ; Detterman
and Reed 1973) and the Unaluk Glaciation of southwestern Alaska (Porter
1967). Probably only smallportions of the highest peaks on Umnak Island stood
at times above the perennialice and snow.Hence, until deglaciationof the
shores of the Alaska Peninsulaand lowland areas of the eastern Aleutian Islands,
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perhaps 11,000 to 12,000 years BP (all agesare given in radiocarbon years), habitation of the area was not possible. No sites that old are known.
The oldest site known, Anangula, was settled about 8,400yearsBP at the
stratigraphic level of “key ash” (Black and Laughlin 1964). The shoreline then
on the southwest part of Umnak Island and on Anangula was essentially the
same as that of today (Black 1974a). Glaciation controlled the evolution of the
shoreline in that a eustatic sea-level curve and probably a combinedglacial
isostatic and a water isostatic curve are likely to be common to any solution.
Tectonism and volcanism may also be involved (Black 1974a). Regardless of the
nature of the control of sea level,it seems clearthat the ancient Aleuts must have
used boats to reach Anangula (Black 1974a). The wide deep passes eastward to
mainland Alaska were flooded (Fig. 1)and did not freeze in the winter to provide
passage for larger animals and man as does the Bering Strait. Proof of this is the
failure of caribou, bears, and other large vertebrates to migrate west of Unimak
Island in spite of the existence of suitable habitat on other islands (Collins et
al. 1945).
Deglaciation of southwest Umnak Island left many basins to become filled
with fresh water and provide spawning areas for anadromous fish. Numerous
Aleut sites are found on streams leading to those lakes, such as Chaluka, Sheep
Creek, and Salmon Lake.
Expanding alpine glaciers reachedthe sea on both the north and south
sides of
Umnak Island about 3,000 years BP. However, Aleut sites of the same period
more than 10 km distant seem to have been unaffected by the presence of the ice
or significantly by the cooler, wetter climate that brought about an increase in
the area covered by ice (Heusser 1973). With their boats the Aleuts could easily
travel around the termini of the alpine glaciers in their supposed movements
between opposite ends of the island. Walking over the glaciers would have been
more difficult, because of abundant crevasses.
VOLCANICACTIVITY

Three prominent volcanoes, Mounts Vsevidof,Recheshnoi, and Okmok,
occupy most of Umnak Island except for the southwest lowland (Byers 1959). Of
these, Mounts Vsevidof and Okmok have been active since 1760 (Coats 1950).
Mount Recheshnoi was the source of at least one lava flow that reached the sea
as recently as about 3,000 years BP, i.e., contemporary with the Neoglaciation.
Hence, all three volcanoes were active during the occupation of Umnak and
Anangula Islands by the ancient Aleuts, and have at times very likely drastically
affected that occupation. In addition, other active volcanoes, notably on Islands
of Four Mountains (Fig. l), probably contributed to the rain of ash.
Mount Recheshnoi is clearly the oldest of the volcanoes, to judge from the
degree of dissection of its slopes and the relation of some of its flows to those
of Mount Vsevidof(Byers1959).
Presumably its lower flanks on the Pacific
Oceanofferedsitesofpossible
occupation for ancient man.Only post-Hypsithermal sites have so far been recognized there, however - perhaps because
of marine erosion or inundation.
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Mount Vsevidof, the highest and most symmetrical of the volcanoes, is very
young (Byers 1959). Lava flows that are post-Hypsithermal, and possibly post1760, reached the sea on the west side ofthe cone, and older flows indicate a long
history of similar eruptions. Hence, ancient man, if he were living at the base of
the volcano, would have been forced to move frequently. Any very old sites are
buried beneath lava or were destroyed. None of the later eruptions of Mount
Vsevidof, however, seems to have been so catastrophic as to bring widespread
death and instant destruction to the area around the base of the mountain.
In contrast, Mount Okmok, today commonly referred to as Okmok Caldera
or Okmok Volcano, has had a violent history of eruptions that were at times
critical for the ancient Aleuts. It is morethan double the combined size ofMounts
Vsevidof and Recheshnoi, and has spread death and destruction far beyond its
perimeter. Byers (1959 p. 341) has calculated that 7-16 cubic miles (29-67 km3)
of erupted material created the caldera during early Holocene times. In essence,
the entire northeast part of Umnak Island is a product of its activity.
Timing of the last major eruption that produced the caldera is crucial with
respect to occupation of Anangula by ancient man. That eruption deposited
an average thickness of30 m of pyroclastic debris at the coast, Le., at an average
distance of 9 km from the rim of the caldera (Byers 1959 p. 315) and so would
have extinguished all life in the vicinity. In the words of Byers (1959 p. 351):
“The earlier phase of the eruption appearsto have been pelkan andconsisted of
gas-charged glowing avalanches (nudes ardentes). As the eruption increased in
violence, red-hot glowingavalanchesofmolten
bombs werewelded together
whenthey stopped moving to form continuous bedsofwelded agglomerate
close to the source vents. The flowing avalancheswere gas-charged and had great
mobi1it.y as they moved swiftly down the slopes of Okmok Volcano. By the time
they came to rest on thelower slopes,the avalanche had cooled and incorporated
water from snow and ice so that they became partly palagonitized. The later
phase of the eruption appears to have been violently vulcanian and consisted of
showersof dark andesitic ash, bombs,lapilli, and large xenolithicblocks of
earlier basalt and palagonitized rock to form a widespread blanket as much as
300 feet thick near the source vents.
“Very soon after the catastrophic eruption, the central part of the caldera
collapsed to form Okmok Caldera inside a new ring fissure eccentric and one
mile south with respect to the hypothetical earlier ring fissure suggested by the
arcuate ridges . .”
Byers (1959 p. 322) infers that the eruption postdates the last major glaciation
(presumably the late Wisconsinan ice cap) of Okmok Volcano, but preceded the
catastrophic cutting of a 150-metre-deep gorge from the breakout of a lake in
the caldera. Both events preceded the alpine advance of 3,000 BP.
The dates of the Holocene (Recent) age assignedby Byers can be more closely
ascertained by a correlation of events with the dated ash stratigraphy of southwest Umnak Island, if correlation by distribution and by general lithic comparisons of the ashes is valid (Black 1974b).So far no diagnostic properties permitting absolute correlation of the asheshavebeenrecognized
bymeansof

.

-
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petrographic studies or electron microprobe (James M. Funk, geologist, University of Connecticut, personal communication, 1973).
On Anangula and southwest Umnak Island, Ash I, which is a pumice, thickens
and coarsens markedly towards the west, whereas Ashes I1 to IV thicken and
coarsen towards the east (Black 1974b). Ash IV is mainly pumice and too young
to be related to the main eruption of Okmok Volcano. In the Nikolski area,
70 km from Okmok Volcano, Ash I1 and Ash I11 are mixtures of yellowpumice
and glassy, dense, and vesicular rock fragments that are olive to grey and vary
considerably in texture and composition. The pumice fragments are mostly less
than 4 mm, but some are as large as 6 mm; the rock fragments are of fine to
coarse sand size. Especially in Ash 111 the pumice rests without break on the
olive-to-grey rock fragments; pumice underlies the rock fragments in Ash 11.
Some glasshas an index of refraction of 1.525as does glassfrom Okmok deposits
(Byers1959 Table 11); however, a wide range ofindexesexists.Byers(1959
p. 314-323; 1961) described the wide variety of rocks in the Okmok volcanics of
caldera age which fit best in composition and timing with the Nikolski sequence
of Ashes I1 to 111. No reasonable alternative correlation is available.
Almost continuous eruption is recorded by ash falls in the 500 years suggested
by radiocarbon dates between Ashes I1 and 111. Between those ashes a very thin
weak humic horizon lies at the cultural horizon on Anangula, dated about
8,400yearsBP(Black
and Laughlin 1964). Internal inconsistency from contamination in a group of radiocarbon dates has so far prevented the length of
occupancy being defined. The very immature “A” horizon at the cultural hiatus
and an almost constant rain of ash preclude a length of time of occupancy of
more than perhaps a generation of Aleuts. The cultural horizon is covered by a
few centimetres of fine yellow-brown to dark red-brown ash and then 10-20 cm
of Ash I11 without intervening soil breaks.
The conclusion here reached is that the last major catastrophic eruption of
Okmok Volcano produced Ash I11 and the immediately underlying fine ash that
rests directly on the cultural horizon at Anangula which is dated by charcoal
remains. Between 20 cm and 30 cm of ash fell in a time too short for any significant discontinuities to be shown. Presumably a brief period of quiescence
permitted the ancient Aleuts to migrate past Okmok Volcano prior to the
formation of the caldera. They would have been marine oriented and have used
boats. The desolate ash-strewn slopes of Okmok Volcanowould have been
almost, if not entirely, devoid of any life, even vegetable, for tens of kilometres.
The caldera eruption would have beena fearsome spectacle for those primitive
people, who may even haveheard it as well. It seems reasonable to suppose that
the eruption and ash fall were responsible for the abandonment of Anangula, as
suggestedby McCartney and Turner (1966p.37),
and migration westward,
away from the eruption. To judge from archaeological evidence, withdrawal was
fairly precipitous (Jean S . Aigner, archaeologist, Universityof Connecticut,
personal communication, 1972). The eruption may have provided the stimulus
for those people to brave the strong tidal rips in the difficult crossing of Samalga
Pass to the Islands of the Four Mountains and other islands westward in the
Aleutian chain. A date of 8,045 5 309 BP (Jean S . Aigner, personal communica-
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PIG. 3. Sketch of Sandy
Beach area (see Fig. 1B for
location). The oldest
archaeological site is at the
open circle. A former bay
is shown by paralled
dashed lines.
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tion) from anarchaeological site at Sandy Beach (Fig. 3) possibly may be linked
to the westward migration from Anangula.
Severalcindercones
and lava flows have formed within Okmok Caldera
during thelast few decades, but have had little effect on man.
M A R I N E PROCESSES

Marine processes include the effects of changing sea level, lateral erosion and
cutting of strandflats, deposition of bars and beaches, infilling between islands,
and effects of tsunamis (earthquake waves). The Aleuts clearly obtained most of
their living from thesea, travelled on its surface, and lived as close as possible to
the shore line. Thus, most house sites occupied prior to the high stand of sea
level on Umnak and Anangula Islands, about 8,250 to 3,000 years BP (Black
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FIG. 4. Part Of
strandflat atNikolski
(see Fig. 1B for
location), constructional
bars with elevations in
metres, and the
archaeological site at
Chaluka protectedby
diorite outcrop (d).
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1974a), would have been destroyed or covered by rising water. Lateral cutting
by the sea in the last 8,250 years, judging by the widths of strandflats, has been
many hundreds of metres (Fig. 4). In the last few decadesrates of lateral erosion
of 0.1-0.2 m per year havebeenmeasured
on exposed points (Black 1966).
However, in protected bays and passes simultaneous infilling and building of
bars and beaches have occurred (Fig. IC). All massive bars and infilled areas
whichhavebeenexamined
are postglacial, and manyhaveexposed surfaces
less than 3,500 years old (Black 1974a). Thus, special conditions must be met
for old sites to be preserved intact. One such site covered most of southwest
Anangula Island and fronts on deep water (Fig. 5). Steep cliffs precluded the
siting of any houses belowthe level of the southwest end which is 11-22 m above
present sea level. At the time of settlement, about 8,400 years BP, the shoreline
on Anangula Island probably was very close to that of today (Black 1974a).
The Anangula site has suffered minimal erosion since occupation, because of
seaward-dipping lava flows up which waves could wash with limited undercutting. Few other sites on Umnak Island were so well protected.
Only one other early Hypsithermal site is known - that of older Sandy Beach
(Fig. 3). It lies in the protection of a rocky point. Deposition of a bay-mouth
bar about 3,500 years ago isolated the site from the sea, doubtless causing the
Aleuts to move closer to the sea wherethey still live today. The late Hypsithermal site of Chaluka was built on a bedrock knob which was protected by
additional bedrock towards the bay (Fig. 4). However, it was too low to be oc-
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FIG. 5. Relationof
Anangula Island to
Umnak Island (see
Fig. 1B for location).
The dotted lines indicate
water depthsin fathoms
(1 f. = 1.8 m).

cupied during most of the high sea-level stand. It was not occupied until deposition of bars linked it to the mainland, and shoaling water and growth of kelp
provided adequate protection, about 4000 BP. A site southwest of Idaliuk Lake
(Fig. 1C) can be dated to about 4,000 BP, but all other sites excavated to date
are post-Hypsithermal.
Many low-lyingsites on the PacificOcean, such as those at Cape Sagak,
Ogalodagh, and Driftwood Bay, were overrun by a tsunami in 1957. Doubtless
other still-more-exposedlow-lyingsiteswereaffected
at different times in
the past.
WIND ACTION

The most important effect of wind action on the ancient Aleuts would have
been the generation of waves, which would have prevented them from hunting
from their small boats. Other effects would havebeen: exceptional waves at high
tides which doubtless inundated or destroyed low-lying sites, and the formation
of coastal dunes (by onshore winds) at Sandy Beach and near Idaliuk and Hook
Lakes which were used as temporary shelters, as evidenced by distribution of
fire pits and artefacts. During recent yearsthe Aleuts reportedly moved back and
forth, as they apparently did in earlier times, across peninsulas and the narrows
of the island to take advantage of better sea conditions for hunting and food
gathering. It is interesting to note, however, that many occupation sites werenot
located for protection from the wind, but were on exposed ridges, points and
bars. The important consideration must have been a viewof the seg. Idaliuk
East, a large site, is particularly notable in that it has no satisfactory water
supply, is an estimated 30-60 m above sea level, and is especially wind-swept.
The site faces on an infilled pass connecting two former islands (Fig. lC), and
occupation existed to recent times. The date of its original settlement is not
known, but presumably predates the infilling. Whether the site was occupied in
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order that migrating birds and animals in the pass, or enemies from the west,
might be observed is not known.
CONCLUSIONS

Because the Aleuts were marine hunters and travellers in small boats, daily
winds and sea conditions were very important to them. Because of a complex
coastal configuration, resulting from marine work on a variety of rocks of different structure, the Aleuts on Umnak Island could move overland freely to
protected bays under all but theworst conditions. After the main period of
strandflat cutting between 8,250 and 3,000 years BP, the Aleuts on Umnak
Island had available an enormous base of food resources that could be used
throughout the year, in marked contrast to the case in other parts of Beringia.
It wouldseem to havemadepossible a considerable increase in population,
especially around the southwest part of the island. Alpine glaciation had no
apparent effect on occupancy of the island. However, a catastrophic volcanic
eruption at the northeast end of Umnak Island may have caused abandonment
of Anangula and induced westward migration. Marine work likely has destroyed
many sites, but changes of sea level during occupancy by the Aleuts seem to
have been less than in any other part of Beringia.
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